For a steady plane parallel flow of an inviscid, incompressible fluid of variable density under gravity, it is shown that the complex wave velocity for any unstable mode lies in a semiellipse-type region whose major axis coincides with the diameter of Howard's semicircle, while its minor axis depends on the stratification.
INTRODUCTION
For a steady plane parallel flow of an inviscid, incompressible fluid of variable density under gravity, confined between two parallel rigid planes, Howard [4; henceforth referred to as I] proved that the complex wave velocity c for any unstable mode must lie inside the semicircle in the upper half plane which has the range of basic velocity for its diameter. It was observed that the same result holds for homogeneous fluids. The physical nature of the problem strongly suggests that for an unstable mode, c must lie in a region dependent on density stratification.
This question remained unanswered for all these years. Recently Kochar and Jain [ 5; henceforth referred to as II ] showed that for any unstable mode, c must lie in a certain semiellipse rather than a semicircle, whose major diameter coincides with the diameter of Howard's semicircle, while minor diameter depends on stratification, Though the semiellipse theorem is very elegant and incorporates the effect of stratification in a more natural fashion, in the sense that the minor diameter depends on J,, however, it is noted that as J, -+ $, one still gets a semiellipse with ci # 0. According to Miles [ 7] sufficient condition for stability, it is expected that as J, + f, ci should approach towards zero. This point has been taken care of in this paper. It is shown that for an unstable mode, c must lie in a semiellipse-type region. 269
There were preliminary attempts to improve upon Howard's semicircle theorem. Works of Banerjee and Jain [ 11 and Banerjee et al. [2,3 1 could be mentioned in that direction. However, these results are conditional on velocity distribution. In Section 6 of this paper, a further reduction of a semiellipse-type region is proposed depending upon the nature of curvature of the velocity profile.
KOCHAR AND JAIN'S RESULT
To facilitate reference to I and II, the same notations will be used here. The basic velocity is U(y), the density field is p(y) and g is the acceleration of gravity, p denotes--p//p and the stream function perturbation is
It is assumed that the density stratification is statically stable (p > 0). The boundary conditions are that F vanishes on y =y, and y =y, (rigid walls).
The flow is unstable if the linearised equations of motion and the boundary conditions have non-trivial solutions with Im c > 0. Set c = c,. + ic, and assume that F is such an unstable solution. Then, since ci > 0, a proper meaning can be attached to the transformation G=(U-c)'/'F.
(
The linearized equation of motion is now transformed in terms of G along with the boundary conditions G(y,) = G(y,) = 0. If this equation is multiplied by the complex conjugate of G and integrated over (y, , y?), then its imaginary part implies that (2) This is Eq. (2) of II.
If the original linear equation of motion for F is multiplied by its complex conjugate and integrated over (y,, y2), then the real and imaginary parts, together with certain manipulations introduced by Howard, imply the inequality where Q = (F'I* + k* IPI*, a < WY> < b.
This is the main (unnumbered) inequality in I.
Howard drops the last term, which is positive, in the inequality (3) to establish the semicircle theorem. However, it is to be noted that the dropped term is the only term in the inequality which explicitly incorporates the effect of stratification. A positive, lower and relevant estimate of the dropped term as obtained in II paves the way for the proof of a semiellipse theorem.
Explicit use of Miles' necessary condition for instability (i.e., J, < a) and a careful handling of basic equations and inequalities help Kochar and Jain to obtain a proper estimate of the dropped term This estimate is now used in inequality (3) to get In particular, for a homogeneous fluid for which J, = 0, the semiellipse reduces to Howard's semicircle. It is to be noted that as J,, + 4, one still gets a semiellipse.
SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section we shall state/obtain certain results which are subsidiary in nature but are useful in arriving at the main theorems of the present investigation.
The Rayleigh-Ritz inequality [8] is well known, which in the present context implies that I 2 IG'I* 2 (y, ry2)2 1 IGI*.
We, however, require a lower bound of J" p I G' ]'/s p ] G I*. A slight variation of the proof of the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality provides its lower bound (Kochar and Jain [6] ).
Let p(y) > 0 and G(y) be a real-valued smooth function on (y,, yz) such that G vanishes at the end points y, and y2 and p(y) is a decreasing function of y, then it is easy to prove that provided 7r/(y2 -y,) > /3,,,/2, where P = -p//p > 0 and P,,, = max~y,,Y,~ /3.
It is to be noted that the estimate so obtained is essentially based on the positive character of (rr/(y2 -yi) -&,,,) which may not always be true. However, if the system is regarded as a slight variant of the system with Boussinesq approximation, one can reasonably expect this factor to be positive. Alternatively, an entirely different estimate could also be used:
LEMMA 1. Let either of the estimates provided by (8) or (9) be denoted by A*, then
For an unstable system, we shall obtain certain useful bounds for ci. The transformation H = (U-c) F reduces the original system in F to the Taylor-Goldstein system @H')' -pk*H -';J'cH + (;$2 = 0 with the associated boundary conditions
Multiply Eq. (11) by H*, integrate over (y, , y2) and separate the resulting equation into real and imaginary parts. The real part and the imaginary part added to c, times the real part yields the equations 2gw -cr.> luQ'-[U-cl4 P IHI* = 0, ~~~l~'l'+~*I~l'~+~~l;O_+~~~~~l~l* -I 2pg~;~c; ") ) HI * = 0.
We can rewrite Eq. (13) where J=gpIU" denotes the local Richardson number.
Add k2 jG1' (= k2 JU -cl IFI') to both sides of (22), multiply the resulting expression by p and integrate over the flow domain to get .c p(,G','+k',G,')>E'+~--jp,LI',,F',,F,~E'+~--EB.
The Schwarz inequality and the fact that A2 < E2 is used to obtain the last inequality.
From (2) we obtain c p(lG'12 + k2 IGI')< ($-J,,) j+p ;;$f = (+-J~) By. (25) It is to be noted that Miles' necessary condition for instability (J, < a) has been explicitly used throughout, so that $ -J, > 0. From relations (24) and (25) we get
An estimate of E/B is, therefore, given by the inequality 
This proves the statement of the theorem. For homogeneous flow Jo = 0, the region reduces to Howard's semicircle, while as Jo approahes i, ci approaches to zero as expected according to Miles' sufficient condition for stability. This removes the lacuna of the semiellipse theorem. It may be noted that the result is depth and the wavenumber dependent through A* and k*, respectively.
CASE OF A FREE UPPER SURFACE
In proving the semiellipse theorem or its generalization, the lower as well as the upper boundary of the fluid flow are considered as rigid. There are many situations of practical importance such as atmospheric motions or currents in the oceans where the upper boundary is a free surface. It is shown in this section that the semiellipse theorem and its generalization are true even when the upper boundary is a free surface. It may be observed that in proving the semiellipse theorem and its generalization, inequalities (3) and (25) or their by-products have been utilized. As these inequalities remain unchanged when the upper boundary is a free surface, we can conclude that the semiellipse theorem and its generalization are true in the case in which' the upper boundary is a free surface.
FURTHER REDUCTIONS
Curvature of velocity distribution plays an important role in the stability of homogeneous shear flows. This aspect provides motivation for studies of the present section. If the parabola and the ellipse-type curve do not intersect, then Theorem 1 continues to give the best possible result. However, if the curves intersect, the region in which c must lie for any unstable mode gets reduced and the result contained in Theorem 1 is improved. For small values of p, the condition for the intersection of the two curves is likely to be satisfied, hence the region will invariably be reduced. It is interesting to note that when p = J = 0, the region reduces to the line ci = 0, a definite improvement on Howard's semicircle which remains unchanged even if U" has a definite sign over the flow domain. We have shown that when L has definite sign over the flow domain, the generalised theorem can further be improved under certain conditions. In what follows we indicate an alternative approach to show that the semiellipse-type region can be reduced provided that L does not change sign over the flow domain. It is further indicated that the range of c, is also reduced. To the best of our knowledge, this is revealed for the first time. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The semiellipse-type region in the upper half plane incorporates effects of stratification in a more natural fashion, in the sense that minor diameter depends on J, and it is not a conditional result. It is a natural generalisation of Howard's semicircle theorem which turns out to be its upper bound. The lower bound of the generalised result is the axis ci = 0.
Another important feature of Theorem 1 is that it involves the depth of flow profile through A. Physically it is very reasonable. One certainly expects that the depth of the flow profile must play a certain role in the stability aspect of the flow. Similarly involvement of wavenumber k in the final result is quite significant. It shows that for a given p the flow is likely to be stable if k is sufficiently large. In other words short waves are likely to be stable.
Curvature of the basic velocity profile plays an important role in the stability analysis of inviscid, incompressible plane parallel flow in the absence of stratification. It is through curvature that a condition which is necessary as well as sufficient is available for the existence of unstable modes. In the presence of stratification one wonders whether curvature has the same role to play. Theorems 2, 3 and 4 explicitly incorporate the effect of curvature through L. However, it leaves an open question about the reduction of the region of instability when L changes sign.
